In this paper we consider the weighted reward WIDP's with perturbation. We give the proof of existence of a 6-optimal simple ultimately deterministic policy under the assumption of "scalar value". We also prove that there exists a 6-i-optimal simple ultimately deterministic policy in the perturbed weighted MDP, for all E E [0, E * ) even without the assumption of "scalar value".
Introduction
A discrete Markov Decision Process (MDP, for short) r can be informally described as follows: ,4t time points t = 0,1,2,. . ., a process r is observed and decision maker finds himself in some state i with a choice of available actions. Choosing a particular action, a, results in two things: (i) an immediate reward r ( i , U ) is accrued which depends on the current state and the action chosen, and, (ii) the process I? moves to state j , with transition probability p ( j I ; , a ) depending on the current state, destination state and the chosen action. The successive immediate rewards obtained during the infinite t h e horizon are aggregated according to some overall reward criterion (e.g. future rewards might be discounted). The goal is to choose a policy (a course of action) that maximizes the overall reward criterion.
Let S be the finite state space and N =I S 1 , A(i) the finite set of actions available at state i , and A = U { A ( i ) I i E S}. Then r is synonymous with the four-tuple: r = ( S , A , p , r ) , where p is the family of transition probabilities p = { p ( j I i,a) : ( i , a , j , ) E 
S x A(i) x S } , and r is the collection of rewards r = { r ( i , a ) : ( i , a ) E S x A(i)}.
A decision rule, n t at time t , is a function which assigns a probability to the event that any particular action a is taken at time t. In general 7rt may depend on all realized states up to and including time t , and on all realized actions up t,o time t -1. ' This research was supported partially by National Natural 
, and in this case R can be regarded as the map defined from S to A by:
A stationary policy R = (RF) induces a finite Markov Chain with state space S and the transition matrix P(no), where for all t > l R(U 1 i ) = 1 for all i E S. 
The manner in which the resulting stream of expected rewards {E, (Rt, i ) We will denote the process by r(0). This is probably the most popular overall payoff criterion for WiIDP's. Not only is it attractive in an economic setting, but it also avoids the difficulty with the total reward criterion (clearly Vp(7r; i) is finite for any 7r).
We will denote by Vp(n) the vector whose i-th entry is Vp(7r; i). Note that discounting assigns more weight to early rewards than to later ones.
Average Reward MDP's: For a policy T E C and an initial state i E S , this overall reward criterion is defined by . T
We will denote the process by r(A). This "long-run average" criterion is also quite popular. The latter is iiseful in situations where discounting is not appropriate (e.g., some engineering applications). We note that the average reward criterion "ignores" the rewards earned during any finite time period. We will denote by v(n) the vector whose i-th entry is V ( n ; i ) . Since S and A(i) for i E S are finite sets and min r ( i , a ) 5 E, (Rt, j) 
the reward functions of (1) and (2) are bounded. 
where X E [0, 11 is a fixed weight parameter, and p is the discount factor in the process r(/3).
We will denote the process by I'(,#,A). This, and related criteria, have been discussed extensively in recent literature (Krass [14] , Ghosh and Marcus [ll] , Fernandez-Gaucherand, Ghosh and Marcus [SI, Filar and Vrieze [lo] , Feinberg and Shwartz [7] and so on). We wiIl denote by U(.) the vector whose 1,-th entry is U("; i).
( 7 )
A policy T* is called 6-optimal, i f for all i E S , where 6 is a nonnegative constant.
Basic Results for MDP's
Since the policies in C can be extremely complicated, a central idea in the theory of MDP's has been to localize the search for an optimal policy to ('simpler" subclasses of policies. The following result due to Derman and Strauch [6] allows 11s to consider only policies in C ( M ) .
Theorem 2.1 For a n y policy
This implies that for any optimizing criterion based on the probabilities in (9), we may restrict ourselves to Markov policies. We will use some basic results for r(9) and T(A). Most of the results are "classical" and can be found in any good reference on MDP's (e.g. Puterman [16] , Ross 
Theorem 2.2 For m y stationmry policy T = (nom) E C ( S ) ; w e h,ave:
V d T ) = r ( r 0 ) + PP(.iro)Vo(x), (10) Vp(.) = [ I N -aP(no)l-1r(7ro),equations (onre f o r each, i E S ) (ii) Let a ( i ) E A(i) be such, h a t f o r all i E S Th,en the deterministic policy x* defined by: n*(i) = a(i), i E S is discou.n,t optim,al. Definition 2.1 M D P r is called '%michain" if f o r a
n y deterministic policy f E C ( D ) , th,e Markov chain induced by P ( f ) has one ergodic set plus a (perhaps empty) set of t r m s i e n t states.
A set of states B "com,m,un,icates" if f o r a n y i , j E B C S , th,ere exists a policy x E C(S) su,ch th,at
is called "com,mu,nicatin,g" if th,e state space S comm,un,icates. An, M D P udh, genneral 
average reward of a n y optimal policy is independent of th,e starting state; CLi) There exists a n unichain policy
(ii) By theorem 2.4 there exists an optimal policy f E C ( D ) . The state space of Markov process induced by f is
Proof: (i) See Filar and Schiiltz [9] .
where Sl(f), S2( f ) 
If A*(f) = 8, then this is a contradiction with the communicating assumption. So define:
and 
(ii) Given a n y 6 > 0 , there exists 
and for ber of steps, then the theorem is proved.
Remark 2.1 From Krass [14] we know that the policy n(6) which is in theorem 2.6 and theorem 2.7 is a Markov policy. Actually from theorem 2.8 we know that the policy ~( 6 ) is a deterministic Markov policy.
The idea of theorem 2.7 is the following: in the weighted MDP, try to maximize the discounted payoff in the early stages and to maximize the average payoff in the later stages. Now we can construct an algorithm for the &optimal simple ultimately deterministic policy (see definition 1.2) in the weighted process r(p, A). N o w f = (f', f 1 ,..., f N , f * , f*, ...) constructed above i s a n 6-optimal policy in r(p, Xl,X2). 
Therefore, w( f *; i) = max,Ec w(n; i). 
MDP Perturbation Theory
Consider the MDP r and let P ( f ) be the one step transition probability matrix under the control of sta- ( E ) denote the one step transition probability matrix P + ED, and for the model I'c let
P ( f , E ) = P(f) + E D ( f ) ; P ( T o , E ) = P(.o) + ~D ( n o ) , where D ( f ) and D ( T~) are disturbance matrix corresponding to the policies f E C ( D ) and TO E C ( S )
respectively.
Definition 3.2 For n E C and i E S discounted criterion v~( T ;
i ) (~) and average criterion V ( n ; i ) (~) are dejined in the s a m e way as Vp(~;i) and V ( r ; i ) were defined in r(p) and r ( A ) with one step transition probability P ( n , E ) respectively. Let V~( T , E ) and ~( T , E ) 
denote th,e vector f o r m s of Vp(q i ) ( c ) and V(n, E ) respectively.
Let re(@ and r , ( A ) be defined in the same way as r ( p ) and r ( A ) respectively and V i ( € ) = max,Ec
V~( T , E ) ;

I/*(€) = maxTcc V(T,E). For every policy n E C, we define Vp(r)(O) = lim,+oVp(T)(c); v(7r)(O) = liminf,,o V (~) ( E ) .
The following three results follow from Abbad and Filar [2] . Abbad [l] ).
General P e r t u r b a t i o n For general perturbation, we have the transition probabilities as follows for i , j E 
where the modulus llDll (22) is a transition probability, that is , for any a E A(i) and i , j E S , p ( j l i , a ) 
It is known that in general P*(r,d) may not have a limit when d tends to 0. For the general disturbance law, Ahbad [l] derives the following results.
T h e o r e m 3.3 Let r E C ( S ) be an,y m.nximizer in the I ? @ ) .
Th,en for all 6 > 0, th,ere exists ~( p ) 
L e m m a 3.2 For th,e r ( A ) we h,nve (2) Let r E C ( S ) be u.nichain, then we have limd--+o
(ii) Assume that r ( A ) is communicating. Let r E C ( S ) be any maxim,izer unich,ain policy in the r ( A ) .
Th,en for all 6 > 0 , there exists
P e r t u r b e d Weighted Criterion
Now we will consider the cases with the disturbance law D ( E ) which is mentioned in remark 3.1.
Consider the weighted reward MDP(WMDP for short) r(j3, A) with perturbation, denoted by I'€(/3, A), which is defined by: S , A,p,, r, w ) , where the perturbed transition law, p,, is defined by p E = 
{ p ( j l i , a ) ( c ) : ( i , a , , j ) E S x A ( i ) x S } , a n d w (~) isgiven in (6) with p E and p ( j l i , a ) ( t ) given in (21
is called the "Limit Weighted Reward MDP" (LWMDP for short).
The Properties of L W M D P
In this section we shall attempt to develop the theory for the limit weighted reward MDP's ro(p, A) introduced in section 4 and for the asymptotics of the rc(p,A) as E -+ 0. Our approach is along the lines of the "classical" development for the discounted and average MDP's and their perturbed models. For any E E [O,EO) it is easy to find the upper bound of our model: ( E ) 5 s u p W ( 7 r , i ) ( E ) 5 A(1-P)Vi(i)(E) + (1 -A)V*(i)(e). There exists a non-random r (6,A,i!?,~4) such, that 7r* = ( f~, f l , .
. .) wzth f t = g* for t < 7 ( 6 , A , P , E 4 ) and f t = f * for t 2 7(6,A,P,E4) , is S-optimal in r,(p,A) for all E E (@e4) ; where e4 = min{ € 0 ) € 1 , € 2 , €3). Moreover, (i), (ii) and ($ii) By lemma 5.1, theorem 2.5 and theorem 3.2 for
V * (~) ( E ) = P * (~) ( E )
)). (27)
Hence f ( A ) is also a maximizer in the process r'o(A).
Define a policy 7r = (fo, f l , . .
.) E C ( S U D ) in the
following way:
( S , A , P , E~) .
Then when E E [O,min{q,~2,~g)), we have X ( l -
Note that by the communicating or unichain assumption and lemma 5.1, we have: E q ) where € 4 = min{EO,E1,E2,E3). By (25) the proofs of (i) and (ii) Given a fixed initial state i and a n arbitrary 6 > 0, there exists a n €4 > 0 (see theorem 5.1) and a positive non-random ~ ( 6 , A , j 3 ,~4 ) su,ch that for a n y E E
[ O , E~) there exists a policy T ( F ) = ( T O ( E ) , T~( E ) , . . .) E
C(SUD) with T~( E ) = f * for all t 2 T ( S , X ,~, E~) which i s 6-i-optimal in
A).
Pro05
Without loss of generality we assume that 
This completes the proof of this theorem.
T h e distance between two policies 7r,7r
is defined (40) and (32) Without loss of generality we assume that t.he subsequence is the sequence {n}. By lemma 5.3, This is a contradiction to definition of w*(i) (O) . 0
